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In this paper, we present one dynamic model hypothesis to perform ﬁsh trajectory tracking in the ﬁsh
ethology research and develop the relevant mathematical criterion on the basis of the Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM). It is shown that the proposed scheme can conduct the non-linear and non Gaussian
tracking process by multiple historical cues and current predictions – the state vector motion, the color
distribution and the appearance recognition, all of which can be extracted from the single-hidden layer
feedforward neural network (SLFN) at diverse levels with ELM. The strategy of the hierarchical hybrid
ELM ensemble then combines the individual SLFN of the tracking cues for the performance improvements. The simulation results have shown the excellent performance in both robustness and accuracy of
the developed approach.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The 21 century is an Era of the ‘Ocean’. There has been a growing
trend towards the deployment of the ocean blueprint all over the
world. Fish ethology, an emerging discipline to explore the inherent
nature of the movement, behaviors and activities for either wild or
cultured ﬁsh, has shown great prospects in the aquaculture, ﬁsheries,
and other marine related surveys and applications [1–4].
Among a mass of ﬁsh behavior descriptions, the ﬁsh trajectory
tracking is essential and fundamental. Tracking the ﬁsh can be
extremely complex due to the random ﬁsh movements, all kinds of
shape variations, the non rigid or articulated nature, the partial
and full occlusions, the scene illumination changes, the multiple
viewpoints, the poor image quality, the projection of the 3D world
on 2D images, the real-time processing requirements, and so on.
So far, object tracking in literature mainly focus on classical
approaches such as the background subtraction, the inter-frame
difference, the optical ﬂow computation, the Kalman ﬁltering, the
particular ﬁltering, the mean-shift algorithms, etc., and the primary differences come from the type of the object representation,
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the feature extraction, the motion modeling, the shape and
appearance, and the context that the tracking is performed [5–8].
In practice, the ﬁsh activities often correspond to a complicated,
nonlinear, and non-Gaussian dynamic system, and the Bayesian
estimation theory can be seen to be a philosophically optimal
solution [9–11]. In cases that there is no prior knowledge available
for the overall functional form of probability distribution beforehand,
the scheme of the dynamic model approximation from the observations is the central concern for the ﬁsh ethology research.
In the context of the machine learning, Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN) has been playing the dominant roles due to beneﬁts
on generalization, ﬂexibility, nonlinearity, fault tolerance, self
organization, adaptive learning, and computation in parallel, while
the bottlenecks such as the overﬁtting, local minima, time consuming etc., can probably restrict the scalability in the conventional implementations [12–18]. Recently, the Extreme learning
machine (ELM) has made a great breakthrough in the singlehidden layer feedforward neural network (SLFN) instead of the
classical gradient-based algorithms [19,20]. The achievements of
ELM tend to provide better generalization performance than the
traditional approaches, and seek straightforward solutions mathematically with inspiring abilities such that the hidden node
parameters can be randomly chosen and the output weights can
be analytically determined at extremely fast learning speed and
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with least human intervene. By far, ELM has not only developed
for the conventional SLFN [21,22], but also extended to the
generalized SLFN that need not be the neuron alike [23,24]. There
are a great many ELM variations that have been proposed and have
led to the state-of-the-art results in many applications both for the
regression problem and the pattern recognition problem [25–32].
Random hidden layer feature mapping based ELM improves the
stability in the calculation of the output weights according to the
ridge regression theory [25–27]. The Kernel based ELM makes
use of the corresponding kernel instead of the hidden layer feature
mapping itself, and the dimensionality of the hidden layer feature
space needs not be speciﬁed either [25,28,29]. The fully complex
ELM can use the fully complex activation function directly with the
universal approximation capability [20]. The incremental ELM (IELM) shows an efﬁcient and practical way to construct the
incremental feed-forward network with a wide type of activation
functions, where the hidden nodes can be added one by one
[23,24]. The online sequential ELM (OS-ELM) can learn the training
data sequentially not only one-by-one but also chunk by chunk
and discard the observations as soon as the learning procedure has
already been done [20]. The optimally-pruned ELM (OP-ELM)
starts with a large network and then eliminates the hidden nodes
that have low relevance to the learning [33,34]. ELM ensembles
are widely used to improve single network's performance with a
plurality consensus scheme [30–32].
In this paper, we develop a scheme of dynamic model hypothesis by means of ELM learning algorithm for ﬁsh ethology
research. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
2, the background of the Bayesian estimation theory will be brieﬂy
introduced. In Section 3, the basics of the ELM are outlined. In
Section 4, the dynamic model with ELM is developed in detail. In
Section 5, the simulation and discussion will be stated in support
of the developed scheme. Section 6 comes to the conclusions.

2. Bayesian estimation
In principle, for the ﬁsh trajectory tracking, the Bayesian
sequential estimation can seek an optimal model [9–11]. The
general dynamic model can be considered as the state transition
and the state measurement,
X t ¼ f ðX t  1 ; U t  1 Þ; Y t ¼ hðX t ; Rt Þ

ð1Þ

where t is the time index, X t refers to the state variable of the ﬁsh
propagated by the possibly nonlinear process model f over time,
such as the position, velocity, etc., h is the observation model
mapping the state variable X t to the corresponding observation
variable Y t , U t and Rt are respectively the process noise and the
measurement noise that are roughly supposed as white Gaussian
noise. The state prediction function is formulated as
Z
pðX t jY 1:t  1 Þ ¼
pðX t jX t  1 ÞpðX t  1 jY 1:t  1 ÞdX t  1
ð2Þ
and the state variable can be updated by the posterior density
pðX t jY 1:t Þ inferred from the prior density pðX t jY 1:t  1 Þ,
pðX t jY 1:t Þ ¼

pðY t jX t ÞpðX t jY 1:t  1 Þ
pðY t jY 1:t  1 Þ

ð3Þ

where Y 1:t ¼ fY 1 ; Y 2 ; …; Y t g constitutes the complete solution to
the sequential estimation problem, and the normalizing constant
is
Z
pðY t jY 1:t  1 Þ ¼
pðY t jX t ÞpðX t jY 1:t  1 ÞdX t
ð4Þ
In most cases, the above analytic solution can not be well
determined in a direct way. Therefore, the particle ﬁltering by the

Monte Carlo simulation is usually taken to approximate the
optimal Bayesian estimation recursively.
Let the posterior density function be characterized by N
n
oN
random samples X it ; ωit
,
i¼1

N

pðX t jY 1:t Þ  ∑ ω δ
i¼1

i
t

ðX t  X it Þ

ð5Þ

where fX it ; i ¼ 0; …; Ng is a set of support points with the associated
weights fωit ; i ¼ 1; …; Ng.
In the sequential importance sampling, the recursive estimate
for the importance weights of the particle i can be derived by

ωit ¼ ωit  1

pðY t jX it ÞpðX it jX it  1 Þ

ð6Þ

qðX it jX i0:t  1 ; Y 1:t Þ

where qðX 0:t jY 1:t Þ is an easy to sample and proposal density, X 0:t is
the historical state variable and Y 1:t is the corresponding observation, and the estimated state can be approximated by
i i
X^ t  ∑N
i ¼ 1 ωt X t .
The optimal importance density function will minimize the
variance of the true weights, qðX t jX it  1 ; Y t Þ ¼ pðX t jX it  1 ; Y t Þ. In
practice, it is often convenient to choose the importance density
to be the prior,
qðX t jX it  1 ; Y t Þ ¼ pðX t jX it  1 Þ

ð7Þ

Then the importance weight is updated as

ω ¼ ωit  1 pðY t jX it Þ
i
t

ð8Þ

The ﬁsh swims as a quite complicated, nonlinear, and nonGaussian dynamic system in the sea. Theoretically, it is possible to
learn the ﬁsh behaviors of any complexity if the training database
is quite adequate, while in case that the size of samples is in fact
far from an optimum [35], we need to offer an efﬁcient and
consistent approximation of the dynamic model to estimate the
posterior probability density function. The classic particle ﬁltering
has been developed as one of the most common and powerful
technique for such a system [7,8], while the learning scale, the
static reference model, the degeneracy problem, the sample
impoverishment, the space dimensionality etc., may still hinder
our implementations.

3. The basics of ELM
So far, ELM learning has attracted more and more attention in
machine learning since proposed, which announces a novel
learning framework that signiﬁcantly improves generalization
performance at surprisingly fast speed, needless of mathematically
predetermined internal knowledge [19,20].
Suppose that there are Q arbitrary distinct training samples
fI q ; Oq gQq ¼ 1 , with the input I q ¼ ½I q1 ; I q2 ; :::; I qd ′ A Rd and the
expected output Oq ¼ ½Oq1 ; Oq2 ; :::; Oqk ′ A RN . In general, a standard
SLFN can be modeled as the following matrix format,
Hβ ¼ O
Hða1 ; …; aQ~ ; b1 ; …; bQ~ ; I 1 ; …; I Q Þ
2
⋯
gða1 U I 1 þ b1 Þ
6
6
⋮
gða
UI
q þ bi Þ
¼4
i
⋯
gða1 UI Q þ b1 Þ

gðaQ~ UI 1 þ bQ~ Þ
⋮
gðaQ~ U I Q þ bQ~ Þ

3
7
7
5
Q Q~

β ¼ ½ β1 ⋯ βi ⋯ βQ~ ′kQ~ ; O ¼ ½ O1 ⋯ Oq ⋯ OQ ′kQ

ð9Þ

where H is deﬁned as the hidden layer output matrix, Q~ is the
number of hidden nodes, gðxÞ stands for the activation function,
ai ¼ ½ai1 ; ai2 ; …; aid ′ is the weight vector connecting the ith hidden
node and the input nodes, bi is the threshold of the ith hidden
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node, and βi ¼ ½βi1 ; βi2 ; …; β ik ′ is the weight vector connecting the
ith hidden node and the output nodes.
Different from the classical learning algorithm, ELM tends to
achieve the least training error and the least norm of output
weight together for the better generalization performance by
β ¼ arg minðjjHβ  Ojj2 ; jjβjjÞ, so both the standard optimization
method and the minimal norm least square method need to be
adopted [19,20]. As long as the hidden layer nodes are enough,
SLFN will converge towards any continuous function in ELM with
the input weights and hidden layer biases randomly assigned,
needless of mathematically predetermined internal knowledge, so
that the learning process can be simply considered as a linear
system and the output weights can be analytically determined
through the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse operation of the
hidden layer output matrices.
The basic steps for ELM learning are as follows [19,20].
(1) Randomly assign the input weights ai and the bias bi ,
i ¼ 1; …; Q~ .
(2) Calculate the hidden layer output matrix H.
(3) Calculate the output weights β ¼ H† O, where H† is the Moore–
Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix H.

3

where i is the wavelength of light, d is the distance traveling
in a liquid, Li ðdÞ is the light intensity of wavelength i, L0;i is the
light intensity of wavelength i at the light source, and ci is
the attenuation coefﬁcient at wavelength i, respectively. The
attenuation usually leads to a hazy and poorly contrasted image
background.
As a result, the image enhancement is one of the key issues to
optimize our understanding [39–41]. In this paper, we present a
generic parameter-free enhancement method to make a total
abstraction of the image formation process, reduce underwater
perturbations, and correct the contrast disparities caused by the
attenuation and backscattering, when knowing nothing about the
depth, the distance and the water quality. The color space in the
image is ﬁrst converted into the YCbCr space to concentrate only
on the luminance channel corresponding to the intensity component. The homomorphic ﬁltering is then adopted to correct non
uniform illumination, enhance contrasts and sharpen the edges at
the same time. Wavelet decomposition is further introduced to the
homomorphic ﬁltering for image denoising. The wavelet base used
here is nearly symmetric orthogonal with a bivariate shrinkage
exploiting interscale dependency.
4.2. Dynamic model hypothesis

4. Dynamic models with ELM
4.1. Underwater imaging model
In the ﬁsh ethology research, the establishment of the underwater information collection over time depends on a system
providing insight of the ﬁsh behaviors with great reliability,
accuracy and the cost reduction, which strikes a matter of
balancing the video quality and the physical limitations (range,
resolution, frame rate and compression) while maximizing the
memory capacity and battery power.
The underwater images are essentially characterized by the
poor visibility, which suffer from the speciﬁc properties of the
light in the water, such as the limited range, non uniform lighting,
low contrast, diminished colors, blur imaging and so on. Moreover,
owing to the complexity of the marine environment, the optical
properties can often be modiﬁed, so the underwater images might
have large temporal and spatial variations.
Jaffe–McGlamery model is well-known in the analysis of the
underwater image formation [36–38], with the following basic
assumptions:
4.1.1. Linear superposition of irradiance
The propagation process at a speciﬁc point can be decomposed
into three additive linear components,
Et ¼ Ed þEf þEb

ð10Þ

where Et , Ed , Ef , and Eb are respectively the total irradiance, the
direct component, the forward-scattered component and the
backscattering. The direct component is the light reﬂected by
the object surface without scattering. The forward scattering is the
randomly deviated light reﬂected by the object on its way to the
camera. The backscattering is a signiﬁcant fraction of the light
reﬂected not by the object but still entered the camera due to the
suspended particles in transmission, which causes undesirable
differences of contrast and masks the details of the scene.
4.1.2. Attenuation modeling for medium light interaction
The light intensity in the Jaffe–McGlamery model is an exponential decay with distance,
Li ðdÞ ¼ L0;i expð  ci dÞ

ð11Þ

4.2.1. General learning model
In this paper, we try to simply realize the underlying dynamic
model of the ﬁsh trajectory by means of ELM techniques. We
propose to facilitate the entire ELM learning in an ensemble at
several levels, including the dynamic state space model, the color
distribution model, and the object recognition model. The underlying is to generate multiple versions of tracking cues from
different perspective, which when combined, will provide more
stable predictions [13,14]. The architecture of one ELM ensemble is
shown in Fig. 1.
The ﬁrst level of the ELM learning starts with an intelligent
guess of the current state vector, by feeding the SLFN with a set of
previous state vectors over time, so as to memorize the inherent
nature reﬂected from the ﬁsh motion. The color distribution,
which is robust against non-rigidity, rotation and partial occlusion,
is then taken as the ﬁsh behavior observation for the ELM
architecture at the second level, approximating the color dependence structure and in turn making the feedback to the state
vector estimation. The object recognition level is established to
have a further understanding to the ﬁsh appearances at diverse
poses and view angles by implementing ELM in a geometrical
topology model [32,42], which will help a lot to make decision in
emergency when the tracking ﬁsh might be lost.
A collection of the component SLFNs from the individual ﬁsh is
organized into the hierarchical hybrid ELM ensemble to combine
all of the predictions. The combination strategy to the tracking
process of the single cues at diverse levels can be considered as the
ﬁnite mixtures of probability components in a linear fusion
strategy. Suppose that the posterior probability density function
of the combination in an image is generated from,
H

pðX t jY t ; θÞ ¼ ∑ αℓ pℓ ðX t jY t ; θℓ Þ:

ð12Þ

ℓ¼1

Here pℓ ðX t jY t ; θℓ Þ is the probability density function of each
tracking cue at time t, H refers to the total number of the tracking
cues, θℓ is the learning parameter during the tracking process, αℓ
is the mixture proportion with ∑H
ℓ ¼ 1 αℓ ¼ 1, to evaluate the
importance of the given cue in the observation scene. In case that
the tracking cue at each level is of the same important in the
dynamic model, the mixture proportion could all set to be equal.
If the minimal time interval between every two concerning
frames are sufﬁciently large, and the images can be assumed
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2
6
¼6
4

Underwater Video Input
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Space Model

ELM
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Space Model

ELM

ELM

Color Distribution
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Color Distribution
model

ð13Þ

Here the parameter set is Θ ¼ ðα1 ; …; αH ; θ1 ; …; θH Þ, and the likelihood function will be taken as

ℓ¼1

LðΘjX t:t þ τ þ 1 ; Y t:t þ τ þ 1 Þ ¼ ∑ lnð ∑ αℓ pℓ ðX t þ i  1 jY t þ i  1i ; θℓ ÞÞ:
ð14Þ
The function form of the probability density function determines the complexity of solving the optimization problem, and it
is often analytically not easy to directly analyze the likelihood
function above. In simple, the parameter learning in the ﬁsh
tracking problem could be degraded into the estimation solution
of the Gaussian mixture, even when the dynamic models may be
non-Gaussian. Some attempts are made to discover the feasibility
when realizing the learning adaptively, and correspondingly
develop and extend the original ELM algorithms.
4.2.2. Dynamic state space model
Typically, the state vector can be derived from the kinematic
and region parameters, so we ﬁrst deﬁne the following dynamic
state vector for each single ﬁsh,
X t ¼ ½xt ; yt ; ht ; wt ; ut ; vt ; st ′

ð15Þ

where ðxt ; yt Þ and ðut ; vt Þ specify the location and motion of the
ﬁsh, ðht ; wt Þ are respectively the image region parameters, at is the
corresponding scale change. The dynamic model is deﬁned as a
stochastic differential equation,
X t ¼ AX t  1 þ U t  1

ð16Þ

where A describes the deterministic component, and U t  1 is the
process noise and assumed as a multivariate Gaussian random
variable. We currently suppose the motion and the dynamics as
the random walk and one ﬁrst order model is used to represent a
region moving with constant velocity and scale change. Expanding
this model to other types in a higher order is straightforward.
In the dynamic model, we take a few existing state vectors in
the time series as the inputs for SLFN to predict the next state
vector with ELM,
Hβ ¼ X
Hða1 ; …; aQ~ ; b1 ; …; bQ~ ; X 0:t  Q ; …; X Q  1:t  1 Þ

i′
kQ~

;

h

X ¼ Xt  Q þ 1

gðaQ~ U X Q  1:t  1 þbQ~ Þ
⋯

Xq þ t  Q þ 1

⋯

7
7
5

Xt

Q Q~

i′
kQ

∑ βi gðai X Q  1:t  1 þbi Þ;

i ¼ 1Q~

H† ¼ ðH′HÞ  1 H′

ð18Þ

Theoretically, the model selection of the ELM architecture could
be evaluated by the generalization error as follows,

i¼1ℓ¼1

i¼1

gða1 U X Q  1:t  1 þb1 Þ

β^ ¼ H† X;

independently identically distributed (i.i.d.), suppose αℓ and θℓ are
independent with each other, then the joint probabilistic density
function could be expressed as

H

⋮

X^ t ¼ Hða; b; X t  τ  1:t  1 Þ β^ ¼

Fig. 1. The architecture of an ELM ensemble.

τþ2

gðai U X q:q þ t  Q þ bi Þ
⋯

ð17Þ

Object Recognition Model

τþ2 H

⋮

3

where every input X q:q þ t  Q is composed by the state vectors from
X q to X q þ t  Q . The time interval τ ¼ t  Q is a parameter that can be
evaluated by the average mutual distance between every pair of
inputs. When we feed the SLFN with the input X Q  1:t  1 , the actual
output will be considered as the estimation of the state vectors,

ELM

pðX t:t þ τ þ 1 jY t:t þ τ þ 1 ; ΘÞ ¼ ∏ ∑ αℓ pℓ ðX t þ i  1 jY t þ i  1 ; θℓ Þ:

gðaQ~ U X 0:t  Q þ bQ~ Þ

β ¼ β1 ⋯ βi ⋯ βQ~

…
ELM

⋯

h

Dynamic State
Space Model

Color Distribution
model

gða1 U X 0:t  Q þ b1 Þ

Q

E ¼ lim ∑ ðFðX q:q þ τ Þ  X q þ τ þ 1 Þ2 =Q ;
Q -1 q ¼ 1

q ¼ 1; …; Q

ð19Þ

where F is the input–output function of the ELM learning, X q:q þ τ is
the τ-dimensional input vector, FðX q:q þ τ Þ ¼ X^ q þ τ þ 1 is the real
output of the SLFN corresponding to input, and X q þ τ þ 1 is the
expected output.
In practice, leave-one-out crossvalidation is one way to estimate the above procedure, which is basically a special case of
k-fold crossvalidation in the case where k ¼ Q . The training sets
are divided into Q parts, in each one there is exactly one sample
that has been left out for testing, and then the estimation of the
generalization error becomes,
Q

E ¼ ∑ ðFðX p:p þ τ ; qÞ  X p þ τ þ 1 Þ2 =Q ;
q¼1

q ¼ 1; …; Q

ð20Þ

where FðX p:p þ τ ;  qÞ denotes the output of the qth training sets
without the qth sample. Here we ﬁrst start with a large SLFN by
the original ELM algorithm, and then rank and eliminate the
hidden nodes accordingly. The architecture with the minimum
generalization error will be chosen for the state vector estimation.
The OP-ELM algorithm with the multi-response sparse regression
algorithm (MRSR) and the leave-one-out (LOO) validation could be
a good choice to establish a robust and generic dynamic model in
SLFN [33,34].
4.2.3. Color distribution model
The color distribution is extracted as the measurement speciﬁed by the state vector X t ,
n

pðYðbÞjX t Þ ¼ ½ ∑ LðdðX t ; X t;j Þ=sÞδðCðxt;j ; yt;j Þ  bÞ=B
(
LðdÞ ¼

j¼1

2

1d

do1

0

otherwise

ð21Þ

where ðxt ; yt Þ is the center of the given region, ðxt;j ; yt;j Þ is the pixel
inside the region and n is the number of pixels, Cðxt;j ; yt;j Þ assigns
the color to the corresponding bin b ¼ 1; 2; …; m, the distribution
is discretized into m-bins, δ is the Kronecker delta function,
dðX t ; X t;j Þ represents the distance between ðxt ; yt Þ and ðxt;j ; yt;j Þ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
s ¼ h þ w2 is the parameter to adapt the size of the region,
and the normalization factor is B ¼ ∑nj¼ 1 LðdðX t ; X t;j Þ=aÞ so as to
ensure the whole probability principle ∑m
b ¼ 1 pðYðbÞjX t Þ ¼ 1. In
order to increase the reliability of the color distribution, a
weighting function L is employed here, when the boundary pixels
belong to the background or get occluded, smaller weights are
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assigned to them so that they could be further away from the
region center.
Each color distribution in the candidate region will be compared with the reference target model at the origin. The likelihood
function here is deﬁned as the Gaussian density,

ωðqðY 0;t jX it ÞjX t Þ ¼ GðDi0;t j0; s2 Þ;

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N

ð22Þ

where suppose there are N candidate samples around the ﬁsh,
qðY 0;t jX it Þ respectively denotes the color distribution of the starting
target and the ith candidate in ðxit ; yit Þ at time t, GðDi0;t j0; s2 Þ is
drawn from the Gaussian density with the mean vector 0 and
the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
standard deviation s, GðDi0;t j0; s2 Þ ¼ expð  Di0;t 2 =2s2 Þ= 2π s,
Di0;t ¼ Dðp0 ; qit Þ is the similarity measure between the candidate
color distribution qit ¼ qðYjX it Þ and the target model p0 ¼ pðYjX 0 Þ,
the weights will be also normalized to ensure the whole probability principle.
The above process adopts one static single target model. Since
the samples drawn from the importance density and from the real
posterior density will most probably have great deviations, we
make use of the ELM algorithm to offer the latest and consistent
approximation for ﬁsh trajectory tracking problem,
Hβ ¼ Dðp0 ; qÞ
Hða1 ; …; aQ~ ; b1 ; …; bQ~ ; D0;0:t  Q ; …; D0;Q  1:t  1 Þ
2

6
¼6
4

gða1 U D0;0:t  Q þ b1 Þ

⋯

⋮

gðai U D0;j:j þ t  Q þ bi Þ

⋮

gða1 U D0;Q  1:t  1 þ b1 Þ

⋯

gðaQ~ U D0;Q  1:t  1 þ bQ~ Þ

h

β ¼ β1 ⋯ βi ⋯ βQ~

i′
kQ~

;

h

D ¼ D0;t  Q þ 1

gðaQ~ U D0;0:t  Q þ bQ~ Þ

⋯

D0;j þ t  Q þ 1

⋯

3
7
7
5

D0;t

Q Q~

i′

kQ

ð23Þ
where every input vector D0;j:j þ t  Q is acquired by the similarity
measure from D0;j to D0;j þ t  Q , and D0;j ¼ Dðp0 ; qj Þ is the similarity
measure of the color distribution between the original target
model p0 and the estimated jth mean observation qj . When we
take D0;Q  1:t  1 as the input for SLFN to predict the similarity
measure D0;t , the actual output will be,
Q~

^ 0;t ¼ Hða; b; D0;t  τ  1:t  1 Þβ^ ¼ ∑ β gðai D0;t  τ  1:t  1 þ bi Þ;
D
i
i¼1

β^ ¼ H† Dðp0 ; qÞ;

H† ¼ ðH′HÞ  1 H′

ð24Þ

By the current output D0;t of ELM at time t, an additional
weight of the candidate samples will also be considered to retrieve
the mutual relationship not with the target model, but with the
adjoining sequential changes in the color distribution and the
resulting contributions during the tracking process,

ωðqðY Q  1:t  1;t jX it ÞjX t Þ ¼ GðD′iQ  1:t  1;t j0; s′2 Þ;

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N

5

previous adjoining sequential changes, and the mean state of the
sample distribution corresponds well to the maximum and consequently the localization of the ﬁsh is more accurate. The
Bhattacharyya distance can be one kind of choice for the similarity
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
measure of the color distribution, Dit 0 ;t ¼ 1  ρðpt0 ; qit Þ, and
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pðYðbÞjX t0 ÞqðYðbÞjX it Þ is the Bhattacharyya coefρðpt0 ; qit Þ ¼ ∑m
b¼1
ﬁcient. Fig. 2 is one example of the Bhattacharyya coefﬁcient, the
blue dots illustrate the random samples with the previous state,
while the yellow dot near the center is the mean state of the
sample set, and the green dots represent the sequential importance resampling by the current estimation.

4.2.4. Object recognition model
At the time when the difference between the target model and
the estimated candidate reaches the upper limit, it is most likely
that the current state vector approaches the image outliers, or the
ﬁsh is occluded too much, or the images are too noisy, we will not
update the target model so as to make sure there is no mistracking
when the video surveillance system has lost its tracking.
In this case, an additional ﬁsh recognition procedure will get
started to keep tracking in emergency. The image region that
describes the certain tracking ﬁsh at a variety of poses and at
multiple view angles are ﬁrst recorded and stored beforehand.
Some pieces of the typical image regions will be selected as the
reference regions for the tracking ﬁsh. By means of the ELM
learning, we take a further step to facilitate the tracking in SLFN
by recognizing and locating the certain ﬁsh from the existing
image regions speciﬁed by the candidate samples in aid of one
geometrical topology model.
Suppose that there are K ﬁsh fF 1 ; …; F k ; …; F K g in the observation scene, each ﬁsh F i corresponds to M typical regions
fRk1 ; …; Rkm ; …; RkM g, and Rkm denotes the mth region of the certain
ﬁsh F k .
In the knowledge of the homologous continuity law, all the
pieces of image regions in transition come from the identical ﬁsh
[32,42–44]. We once put forward one kind of the dipole topology
neuron for the ELM learning, to recognize objects in the optimal
cognition principle with an extremely huge number of appearances changing in the high-dimensional space [32,42]. The activation function of the dipole topology neuron can be expressed in

ð25Þ

qðY Q  1:t  1;t jX it Þ

where
respectively denotes the color distribution
of the state vector sequence from X Q  1 to X t  1 as well as color
distribution of the state vector X t , in the Gaussian
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃdensity function
GðD′iQ  1:t  1;t j0; s′2 Þ ¼ expð  D′iQ  1:t 2 1;t =2s′2 Þ= 2π s′, the mean vector and the standard deviation are respectively 0 and s′,
D′iQ  1:t  1;t ¼ D′ðD0;t ; Di0;t Þ is another similarity measure function
between the prediction D0;t getting from the ELM algorithm and
the similarity measure Di0;t of the color distribution from the ith
candidate. The weighting function will then be normalized by
ωðqðY Q  1:t  1;t jX it ÞjX t Þ ¼ ωðqðY Q  1:t  1;t jX it ÞjX t Þ=∑Ni¼ 1 ωðqðY Q  1:t  1;t
jX it ÞjX t Þ.
So the complete likelihood for the importance of the candidates
can be updated as

ωðX it jX t ; Y 0;t Þ ¼ k1 ωðqðY 0;t jX it ÞjX t Þ þ k2 ωðqðY Q  1:t  1;t jX it ÞjX t Þ;
k1 þ k2 ¼ 1;

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N

ð26Þ

The sample located around the maximum of the likelihood
represents the best match to both the target model and the

Fig. 2. Bhattacharyya coefﬁcient.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation.

linear weights β, which can be denoted as
Hβ ¼ F

Fig. 3. Initialization.

Hða11 ; a21 ; …; aQ~ 1 ; a12 ; a22 ; …; aQ~ 2 ; b1 ; b2 …; bQ~ ; R1 ; …; RQ Þ
2

gðR1 ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ
6 gðR ; a ; a ; b Þ
1
21
22
2
6
6
6
⋮
6
6 gðR ; a ~ ; a ~ ; b ~ Þ
1
6
Q1
Q2
Q
¼6
6 gðR2 ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ
6
6
6 gðR2 ; a21 ; a22 ; b2 Þ
6
6
⋮
4
gðR2 ; aQ~ 1 ; aQ~ 2 ; bQ~ Þ

h

β ¼ β1 ⋯ βQ~

gðR2 ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ
gðR2 ; a21 ; a22 ; b2 Þ
⋮
gðR2 ; aQ~ 1 ; aQ~ 2 ; bQ~ Þ

⋯
⋯
⋮
⋯

gðR3 ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ
gðR3 ; a21 ; a22 ; b2 Þ
⋮

⋯
⋯
⋮

gðR3 ; aQ~ 1 ; aQ~ 2 ; bQ~ Þ

⋯

βQ~ þ 1 ⋯ β2Q~

i′
K2Q~

;

3′
gðRQ ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ
gðRQ ; a21 ; a22 ; b2 Þ 7
7
7
7
⋮
7
gðRQ ; aQ~ 1 ; aQ~ 2 ; bQ~ Þ 7
7
7
gðR1 ; a11 ; a12 ; b1 Þ 7
7
7
gðR1 ; a21 ; a22 ; b2 Þ 7
7
7
⋮
5
gðR1 ; aQ~ 1 ; aQ~ 2 ; bQ~ Þ

2Q~ Q

h

F ¼ F1

⋯

Fq

⋯

FQ

i′
KQ

ð28Þ
The recognition process is to specify the membership F it of the
image region Rit around the ith candidate at the time t by the
mapping with respect to the ELM learning,
Q~

F it ¼ Hða; b; Rit Þβ^ ¼ ∑ β j gðRit ; aj1 ; aj2 ; bj Þ
j¼1

þ

2Q~

∑

j ¼ Q~ þ 1

β^ ¼ H† F; H† ¼ ðH′HÞ  1 H′;

Fig. 4. Propagation.

dða1 ;a2 Þ

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N

ð29Þ

Here the hidden node number Q~ is chosen to maintain the
principle of the original ELM, which is thereby set as 2Q~ o o Q .
4.3. ELM learning algorithm

the following form of the joint probabilistic density,
gðR; a1 ; a2 ; bÞ ¼ hGðR  f ðR; a1 ; a2 Þ  ða2  a1 Þja1 ; ΣÞ þ b
8
qðR;a1 ;a2 Þ
0;
r0
>
>
dða1 ;a2 Þ
>
<
qðR;a1 ;a2 Þ
Z1
f ðR; a1 ; a2 Þ ¼ 1;
dða1 ;a2 Þ
>
>
>
qðR;a
;a
Þ
qðR;a
1
2
1 ;a2 Þ
:
; 0r
r1

βj gðRit ; aðj  Q~ Þ1 ; aðj  Q~ Þ2 ; bðj  Q~ Þ Þ

ð27Þ

dða1 ;a2 Þ

where GðRju; ΣÞ follows the Gaussian density with the mean
vector u and the covariance
matrix Σ , GðRju; ΣÞ ¼ exp

1
f  12ðR μÞ′Σ ðR  μÞg=ð2π Þn=2 Σj1=2 ,
qðR; a1 ; a2 Þ ¼ ðR  a1 Þða2 
a1 Þ=dða1 ; a2 Þ, dða1 ; a2 Þ stands for the similarity measure between
two centers a1 and a2 of the neuron, b is the bias exerted to the
neuron, and h denotes the magnitude of the probabilistic distribution. On a set of typical regions along multiple view angles from
the identical ﬁsh in an appropriate order with precise position
information, a collection of dipole topology neurons could be
linked to trace the ﬁsh appearances.
Each SLFN consists of three layers: an input layer, a single
hidden layer with dipole neurons, and an output layer with the

The learning algorithm is composed of the initialization, the
propagation, the evaluation, the estimation, the selection and the
update, where K and T respectively stand for the number of the
ﬁsh and the total time period, For, If and ELSE represent the for
cycle and if conditional statement. A brief ﬂow chart is shown in
Figs. 3–7.
4.3.1. Initialization
Algorithm 1
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K
Set the initial time interval τ,
Construct the ELM ensemble for each ﬁsh k at distinct levels
Train each SLFN individually with the prior knowledge
getting from a segment of the ﬁsh trajectory
Specify the original state vector X 0 at the time t ¼ 0 from the
prior, X 0  pðX 0 Þ
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Get the target model
pðYðbÞjX 0 Þ ¼ ½∑nj¼ 1 LðdðX 0 ; X 0;j Þ=sÞδðCðx0;j ; y0;j Þ  bÞ=B
Extract the initial image region of the given ﬁsh
End
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4.3.2. Propagation
Algorithm 2
For t ¼ 1; 2; …; T
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K
If t 4 τ

Predict the current state vector X^ t with the previous real
state in the ﬁrst level ELM learning
Sample N candidate state vectors X it ;
randomly around the X^ t

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N

Else
Assign X it by the previous state vector X t  1
End
End
End

4.3.3. Evaluation
Fig. 6. Estimation and selection.

Algorithm 3
For t ¼ 1; 2; …; T
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K

^ 0;t of the color
Get the similarity measure prediction D
distribution between the
original target model p0 and the estimated current
observation by the second level
ELM,
Compute the likelihood to evaluate the importance of the
candidate samples based on both the target model and the
current observation estimation,

ωðX it jX t ; Y 0;t Þ ¼ k1 ωðqðY 0;t jX it ÞjX t Þ þ k2 ωðq

Fig. 7. Update.

ðY t  τ  1:t  1;t jX it ÞjX t Þ; k1 þ k2 ¼ 1; i ¼ 1; 2; …; N
i
by normalizing each importance weight, ωit ¼ ωit =∑N
i ¼ 1 ωt .
End
End

Fig. 8. Image quality enhancement. (a) Original image, (b) wavelet ﬁltering, (c) homomorphic ﬁltering and (d) image enhancement proposed.
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Fig. 9. Color distribution. (a) The image region speciﬁed by the state vector and (b) the color distribution of the corresponding image region.

4.3.4. Estimation
Algorithm 4
For t ¼ 1; 2; …; T
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K
Estimate the mean state variable
i
i
E½X t  ¼ ∑N
i ¼ 1 ωðX t jX t ; Y 0;t ÞX t , and then set

ωðX it jX t ; Y 0;t Þ ¼ 1=N; X t ¼ E½X t ;

i ¼ 1; 2; …; N
Save the current image region of the ﬁsh
End
End

4.3.5. Selection
Algorithm 5
For t ¼ 1; 2; …; T
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K

Calculate the normalized cumulative probabilities to
resample N candidate samples
approximately distributed from pðX t  1 jY t  1 Þ, each X it will
be multiplied or
suppressed according to the importance weight
respectively.
End
End

4.3.6. Update
Algorithm 6
For t ¼ 1; 2; …; T
For k ¼ 1; 2; …; K
Set two thresholds with 0 o l1 ; l2 o 1; l1 4 l2 , where l1 and
l2 are respectively the
thresholds to update the reference and start the
emergency
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Fig. 10. Fish trajectory tracking for occlusion. (a) Original image sequence in case of
occlusion, (b) background subtraction, (c) meanshift (d), particle ﬁltering and
(e) ELM tracking proposed.

Set the average weight of the observation over time τ
concerning the target
model is


Wðt 0 ; τX t Þ ¼ τ þ1 1∑tt 0¼þtτ0 ωðqðY t 0 ;t jX t ÞjX t Þ; t 0 Z 0
If l1 o Wðt 0 ; τjX t Þ o 1
Keep the original target model p0
Else if l2 o Wðt 0 ; τjX t Þ o l1
Implement the update by
qðYðbÞjX t Þ ¼ ð1  αÞpðYðbÞjX 0 Þ þ αqðYðbÞjX t Þ
Else if Wðt 0 ; τjX t Þ ol2
Start the emergency recovery and calculate the

membership of the given ﬁsh F it
from the image regions speciﬁed by candidate samples
with the third level of the
ELM learning
Set the updating threshold during the emergency
0 o l3 o1
Get the vector component F it ðkÞ for the given ﬁsh k
Compare and search one with the maximum output
from all the candidate samples
for the tracking decision, i ¼ arg max F jt ðkÞ
j

9

Fig. 11. Fish trajectory tracking for appearance changes. (a) Original image
sequence in case of appearance changes, (b) background subtraction, (c) meanshift,
(d) particle ﬁltering and (e) ELM tracking proposed.

If F it ðkÞ 4l3
Assign the state vector X it of the selected candidate
sample as the current state
vector X t
Update the current image region of the ﬁsh
Else
Remain in situ and do not update the state vector at this
time
End
End
End
End

5. Simulation experiment and result analysis
In the experiments, video recordings were collected by the ROV
based surveillance system with the camera mounted. At each
observation site, the environmental variables, including the ambient water temperature, current speed at the mooring location, the
depth and the direction, as well as the survey-design variables,
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ﬁsh image by the wavelet ﬁltering, the homomorphic ﬁltering, as
well as the proposed method. The state vectors, the color distribution, and some typical regions for the given ﬁsh were stored
into a working memory and accumulated over time, which are
indispensable to build the initial ELM architecture at diverse levels
in our simulation. Fig. 9 shows some examples of the image region
and the corresponding color distribution for one ﬁsh respectively.
Simulations were taken on 100 video clips selected from the
collection with the observation objects in the scene to perform the
tracking. Figs. 10 and 11 are respectively ﬁsh trajectory tracking
results for the occlusion and appearance changes that exist
commonly during surveillance.
The background subtraction adopted here would ﬁnd any
minor change between the current image and the background,
which had much more dependences to the preprocessing techniques, especially the denoising and enhancement of the collected
video. When there were ﬁsh approaching each other, it would not
come into effect at that time.
The mean shift method was efﬁcient to eliminate the brute
force to trace ﬁsh trajectory in real time during the whole
sequence, which maximized the similarity measure iteratively by
comparing the candidate image region with the window around
the hypothesized ﬁsh location until convergence was achieved. Since
the search chose the most probable image region as a whole every
time, the portion of the given ﬁsh needed to be inside the image
region upon initialization, when there were ﬁsh overlapping or

Fig. 12. Fish trajectory tracking by tuning parameters. (a) Original image
sequence, (b) N ¼ 20; k1 ¼ 0:5, (c) N ¼ 100; k1 ¼ 0:5, (d) N ¼ 20; k1 ¼ 0:7, (e)
N ¼ 100; k1 ¼ 0:7, (h) N ¼ 20; k1 ¼ 1 and (i) N ¼ 100; k1 ¼ 1.

such as the ROV cruising speed and direction, the navigation and
positioning, the altitude above the sea ﬂoor, ROV distance from the
bottom, were recorded simultaneously. The horizontal resolution of
the camera is 480 TV lines and the scanning is 625Line/50 Hz PAL.
Trajectory tracking was conducted on the ﬁsh image sequences in
collection. The image size is 480  640 pixels. All the simulation
experiments have been run on the same x86_64 Windows machine
with at least 4 GB of memory and 2þGHz processor. The execution
environment is under MATLAB 7.0 on the basis of the OP-ELM.
Some preprocessing was then done to decrease noise or fulﬁll
feature extraction in advance before formally ﬁsh trajectory
tracking. One underwater enhancement method we present was
adopted here to get better image quality for the ﬁsh ethology
research. Fig. 8 lists the resulting enhancements for one example

Fig. 13. Tracking results. (a) Tracking curves and (b) time periods.
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Table 1
Tracking performances
Performances

Time period
MSE

BS

0.1747
11.7016

MS

0.2043
7.0152

PF
N

ELM
N

20

60

100

20

60

100

0.3261
7.2758

0.8735
6.4534

1.1984
6.6514

0.2305
7.1726

0.4631
6.0896

0.6443
7.6508

moving at too fast speed in one scene, it might result in the lost of the
tracking ﬁsh. In case of ﬁsh rotation around the nearby location, the
mean shift usually could not change the tracking window location too
much, and the center of the tracking window sometime might not
describe the real trajectory so exactly.
Particle ﬁltering was a powerful and reliable tool for ﬁsh
trajectory tracking during surveillance. Fig. 10(d) is the tracking
result of the particle ﬁltering by the current color distribution
purely compared to the target model. Fig. 11(d) is also the particle
ﬁltering result for another example image sequence with the
current color distribution and the target model concerned. Since
the generic method maintained the single static motion model and
could not offer a dynamic and consistent approximation of state
variables for target tracking, the tracking would have more
deviation to the given ﬁsh when the appearances changed sharply
and could not overcome the cumulation of estimation errors. The
degeneracy problem also occurred in the particle ﬁltering when all
but one particle had signiﬁcant weight.
The ELM algorithm proposed in this paper made the decision
by several diverse cues extracted from the dynamic model, and
tried to perform a robust and accurate approximation to the state
variables. The posterior distribution error of each candidate state
vector would not have the impact on the performance too much
when tracking by a series of previous observations and the
prediction based on observations, and could approximate the real
ﬁsh trajectory effectively. With the guidance of ELM learning, each
candidate state vector could estimate the probability distribution
more effectively and keep the multimodality at the same time.
Furthermore, the tracking results by tuning some parameters are
shown in Fig. 12, where N is the number of the candidate state vectors
and k1 is the impact weight of the original target model. We also
made a comparison in Fig. 13 on the tracking curves and time periods
of different tracking techniques for one example video clip when
setting N ¼ 100, i.e., the background subtraction (BS), the mean shift
(MS), the particle ﬁltering (PF) and the proposed ELM algorithm.
Table 1 lists the average statistic performances for the above four
tracking methods, including the time periods as well as the mean
squared error (MSE) between the tracking results and real ﬁsh
trajectory. In the simulation experiments, it was not necessary for
the background subtraction to initialize and train the tracking process
beforehand, while for the three others, the original region of each ﬁsh
was required to specify and deﬁne in advance, and for the ELM based
method, we also need to ﬁrst construct and train the SLFNs. It is
shown here that the tracking performances with ELM were comparable to the particle ﬁltering. Although the computation complexity of
the tracking increased when introducing the ELM learning, at each
time instant there was only one test process and the time was
irrelative with the candidate state vectors, and the execution time in
our method is less than particle ﬁltering.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have focused on a scheme of the dynamic
model approximation for the ﬁsh ethology research based on ELM
learning. The ﬁsh trajectory has been tracked by the multiple

previous cues and current predictions getting from the hierarchical hybrid ELM ensemble with the dynamic state space model, the
color distribution model, and the object recognition model. The
relevant mathematical criterion have been developed to perform
the candidate propagation, the importance evaluation, the resampling and selection, the target model update, and the potential
appearance recognition. The simulation results have shown the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed approach, which is
comparable to the classical tracking algorithms, even if the
occurrence of the occlusion, the deformation, or missing.
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